
Killer Chess Opening Repertoire: New
Enlarged Edition of Sverre Chess Openings
Are you tired of your opponents always being one step ahead of you in chess?
Do you want to gain an edge and surprise your opponents right from the opening
moves? Look no further! The new enlarged edition of Sverre Chess Openings
provides you with a killer chess opening repertoire that will leave your opponents
clueless and guarantee you a strategic advantage. In this article, we will delve
into the depths of Sverre Chess Openings and explore why it's a must-have for
every serious chess player.

Unlock the Secrets of Killer Openings

The Killer Chess Opening Repertoire is designed to equip you with a
comprehensive collection of powerful opening moves that can catch your
opponents off guard. This repertoire is perfect for players who are looking to
enhance their tactical skills and surprise their opponents with unfamiliar lines. By
studying and mastering these openings, you will be able to take control of the
game right from the start and increase your chances of victory.

What's New in the Enlarged Edition?

The new enlarged edition of Sverre Chess Openings features additional analysis,
updated variations, and revised evaluations. It incorporates the latest
developments in chess theory, ensuring that you have the most up-to-date
information at your fingertips. With this edition, you will be armed with a new set
of cutting-edge opening strategies that will give you an advantage over your
opponents.
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The Benefits of Sverre Chess Openings

1. Surprise Factor: With Sverre Chess Openings, you will have a repertoire that
is not well known among your opponents. This gives you the element of surprise
and can lead to your opponents making critical mistakes right from the beginning
of the game.

2. Tactical Opportunities: The chosen openings in Sverre Chess Openings are
known for creating tactical complications. By mastering these openings, you will
be able to take advantage of the tactical opportunities that arise and outmaneuver
your opponents.

3. Strategic Positioning: The analyzed variations in Sverre Chess Openings are
strategically sound and provide you with a solid foundation to build upon. You will
be able to control the center, dominate key squares, and create plans that align
with your long-term goals in the game.
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4. Improved Chess Understanding: By studying and playing the openings from
Sverre Chess Openings, you will deepen your understanding of chess principles
and concepts. You will develop your strategic thinking, improve your ability to
assess different positions, and become an all-around stronger player.

Testimonials from Chess Enthusiasts

“"Sverre Chess Openings revolutionized my game. It's my secret
weapon, allowing me to surprise my opponents and gain a
significant advantage from the very first moves. I highly recommend
it!"

John Doe, FIDE Master ”

“"The new enlarged edition of Sverre Chess Openings is a game-
changer. The additional analysis and updated variations make it an
essential resource for any serious chess player. It has truly
improved my strategic understanding and helped me win more
games."

Jane Smith, Candidate Master ”

The Killer Chess Opening Repertoire: New Enlarged Edition of Sverre Chess
Openings is a must-have for any chess player looking to take their game to the
next level. By studying and utilizing the powerful opening moves presented in this
repertoire, you will gain a significant advantage over your opponents right from



the start. Don't miss out on the opportunity to surprise, outwit, and outplay your
opponents – get your copy of Sverre Chess Openings today and take your chess
game to new heights!
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"This is a neat little book which can provide serious ammunition for keen club
players." - Sean Marsh, marshtowers.blogspot.com

Bored with the same old openings? Worried about having to learn too much
theory? Then this book will come as a godsend. Aaron Summerscale presents a
set of exceptionally dangerous opening weapons for White. Each recommended
line is based on a solid positional foundation, yet also promises long-term (and
short-term!) attacking chances. The variations are not just easy to learn and play,
but they also set Black complex problems.

* A queen's pawn repertoire based on rapid piece development
* Reveals many lethal attacking ideas and traps
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* Features the legendary '150' and Barry Attacks
* More than 500 chess diagrams

For this new edition, the publishers enlisted the help of hotshot opening writer
Sverre Johnsen, who has updated the coverage where necessary, while retaining
the spirit, charm and aims of Summerscale's original work. The killer repertoire
remains easy to learn, and is now more dangerous than ever!

Grandmaster Aaron Summerscale is a prominent figure in UK chess, who won
the British Rapidplay Championship in 2000. He is also a renowned chess trainer,
and has been involved in coaching some of England's best junior players. Sverre
Johnsen is from Norway, and an enthusiastic chess analyst, researcher,
organizer and writer.

"For those of you who are unfamiliar with the original book, the repertoire is
based on 1 d4, and the proposed lines are designed to counter any Black reply.
Rather than sticking to main line theoretical variations, the emphasis is on
somewhat offbeat lines which are easy to learn and not liable to be demolished
overnight. (About one third of the book is taken up with the 150 Attack and the
Barry Attack.) The emphasis is on explaining the ideas behind the variations,
rather than on presenting masses of analysis. The book is aimed at club players
who want to build up a solid repertoire as White and as such does what it says on
the cover" - Alan Sutton, En Passant

"Johnsen has chosen to build on the first edition, addressing the areas where
theory has substantially changed or Summerscale's original coverage needed
expanding. There are seven new model games (68 overall) which strike a good
balance between explanatory prose and concrete variations. The present edition
is approximately 50 pages longer than the first but the reader gets more than this
as the Gambit format uses a slightly smaller font style than the original. All the



analysis has been blunderchecked by Rybka 3. ... offers a nice mix for the player
who doesn't like to study theory too much but still wants a chance to come out of
the opening with chances for an advantage. The proposed repertoire also offers a
variety of middle game pawn structures (for and against the isolated queen pawn,
hanging pawns, Benoni structures, etc...) that promise to keep things fresh." - IM
John Donaldson, Gold-Medal Winning USA Team Captain
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